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The Commission received a complaint on 25.03.2013 from Sh. Javed Ahmad Shah S/o
Ab. Gani Shah R/o Chrar-iSharief stating that he sought information of his regular services from
Chief Engineer EM&RE Kashmir; but unfortunately the concerned authorities did not provide
any information. He has accordingly prayed for issuance of suitable direction.

Records enclosed with the complaint reveal that the RTI application has been sent
through post on 05.02.2013 addressed to PIO O/o CE EM&RE Kashmir seeking following
information:“I was working continuously in Narbal Section with my other colleagues vide S.No.1
to 14 and my serial was stands at S.No. 10. Please provide my legal reason why I was kept
out from this list. The list of the Narbal is attached with this document.
It is therefore, most humbly prayed to kindly provide me the above mentioned
information under RTI Act 2009. That will be your most kindness sir.”
This RTI application has been transferred to PIO/Xen Electric Division Budgam by CE
M&RE Kashmir on 07.02.2013 directing him to submit detailed report without any further delay.
This RTI application has been responded to by Executive Engineer Electric Division Budgam on
01.04.2013 as under:-

“As verified from the Divisional and Narbal Sub Divisional records your
name does not figure in any list or any attendance sheet available with the
Division from 1996 till date.”
During hearing of the case on 18th April 2013, complainant produced a photocopy of the
list of daily wagers of sub-division Narbal signed by J.E and A.E wherein his name figures at
S.No. 10. However, it was noted that this list neither bears any No. and date nor it is supported by
any endorsement by or to any public authority. A copy of this list was given to Executive
Engineer ED Budgam to verify the list from records and file a statement of facts on affidavit
before the Commission. Executive Engineer ED Budgam submitted a compliance report in
response to the communication of the Commission dated 20.04.2013 stating that the information
already provided vide letter dated 01.04.2013 is based on facts and nothing is concealed. As
regards list provided by complainant, he informed without any prejudice that the list does not
reflect the entire facts as the same has not any No./ date which has further been verified by AEE
concerned from divisional records. As the affidavit enclosed with the above was not attested by
the Notary, the affidavit was returned to PIO/Xen ED Budgam for attestation. Thereafter Sh. Gh
Mohammad Mir, Executive Engineer, ED Budgam submitted affidavit duly attested by the
Notary District Budgam on 25.09.2013 as under:-

1. That the information sought under RTI Act 2009 by Mr. Javid Ahmad Shah R/o
Chrar-i-Sharief Nowhada has been already submitted.
2. That the same information is based on facts and nothing has been concealed.
3. That the list provided by complainant where under he is supposed to be at
S.No.10, it is to inform without any prejudice and qualm that the list does not
reflect the entire facts as the same has no any No./date
4. That the case has been further verified by AEE concerned Sub-Division and also
from Divisional records.
Since the complainant has not produced any other evidence, the affidavit of PIO is
accepted and case disposed of.
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